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Giornale illustrato dei viaggi e delle avventure di terra e di mare - 1922
Via Terra - Achille Serrao 1999
The Mysterious Flame of Queen Loana - Umberto Eco 2006
Having suffered a complete loss of memory regarding every aspect of his own identity, rare book dealer
Yambo withdraws to a family home nested between Milan and Turin, where he sorts through boxes of old
records and experiences memories in the form of a graphic novel. By the author of Baudolino. Reprint.
75,000 first printing.
Zeno's Conscience - Italo Svevo 2003-02-04
Long hailed as a seminal work of modernism in the tradition of Joyce and Kafka, and now available in a
supple new English translation, Italo Svevo’s charming and splendidly idiosyncratic novel conducts readers
deep into one hilariously hyperactive and endlessly self-deluding mind. The mind in question belongs to
Zeno Cosini, a neurotic Italian businessman who is writing his confessions at the behest of his psychiatrist.
Here are Zeno’s interminable attempts to quit smoking, his courtship of the beautiful yet unresponsive Ada,
his unexpected–and unexpectedly happy–marriage to Ada’s homely sister Augusta, and his affair with a
shrill-voiced aspiring singer. Relating these misadventures with wry wit and a perspicacity at once
unblinking and compassionate, Zeno’s Conscience is a miracle of psychological realism.
Dialect Poetry of Northern & Central Italy - Luigi Bonaffini 2001
The Book of Disquiet - Fernando Pessoa 2010-12-09
Sitting at his desk, Bernardo Soares imagined himself free forever of Rua dos Douradores, of his boss
Vasques, of Moreira the book-keeper, of all the other employees, the errand boy, the post boy, even the cat.
But if he left them all tomorrow and discarded the suit of clothes he wears, what else would he do? Because
he would have to do something. And what suit would he wear? Because he would have to wear another suit.
A self-deprecating reflection on the sheer distance between the loftiness of his feelings and the humdrum
reality of his life, The Book of Disquiet is a classic of existentialist literature.
The Leopard - Giuseppe Di Lampedusa 2007-11-06
Set in the 1860s, The Leopard tells the spellbinding story of a decadent, dying Sicilian aristocracy
threatened by the approaching forces of democracy and revolution. The dramatic sweep and richness of
observation, the seamless intertwining of public and private worlds, and the grasp of human frailty imbue
The Leopard with its particular melancholy beauty and power, and place it among the greatest historical
novels of our time. Although Giuseppe di Lampedusa had long had the book in mind, he began writing it
only in his late fifties; he died at age sixty, soon after the manuscript was rejected as unpublishable. In his
introduction, Gioacchino Lanza Tomasi, Lampedusa's nephew, gives us a detailed history of the initial
publication and the various editions that followed. And he includes passages Lampedusa wrote for the book
that were omitted by the original Italian editors. Here, finally, is the definitive edition of this brilliant and
timeless novel. (Translated from the Italian by Archibald Colquhoun.)
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Oh Wow! I Saw Saturn! - Daniele Gasparri 2018-11-19
Astrophysicist Daniele Gasparri, bestseller author in Italy with 35 astronomy book published, presents its
first translated book, a complete guide to learn how to observe the Universe. Economic B/W edition. When I
begged my parents to give me a telescope for Christmas, way back in 1993, I didn't even know where to
look for the stars. My childish unawareness made me take a much greater step than I could have ever
imagined. Now, more than twenty years after I first set up my small, and very beautiful, refractor in my
grandparents' kitchen, things have changed. I can finally say to myself that I have completed the very long
path that I began as an ingenuous dreamer, and have finished as an amateur astronomer.It took me almost
twenty years to learn what I know about the night sky, and this is the reason that I wrote a book: to help
other enthusiastic young people to avoid waiting so long to knowledgably, and satisfactorily, observe the
wonders of the Universe. Partly autobiographical and often ironic, we'll go on to the discovery of amateur
astronomy and the magnificent Universe that is right above our heads. We will learn how to recognize the
constellation, how to use a binoculars and how to choose our first, awesome telescope. We will learn to
observe the extraordinary beauty of our Universe, from the planets till the distant galaxies. Let's start the
most amazing and funny training of our lives and get ready to explore, with our telescope, the most
astonishing place we will ever see: our Universe.
Arturo's Island - Elsa Morante 1959
Domus, monthly review of architecture interiors design art - 2005
Juvenilia - Giosue Carducci 2019-02-28
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important, and is part of the knowledge base of
civilization as we know it. This work was reproduced from the original artifact, and remains as true to the
original work as possible. Therefore, you will see the original copyright references, library stamps (as most
of these works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world), and other notations in
the work. This work is in the public domain in the United States of America, and possibly other nations.
Within the United States, you may freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or
corporate) has a copyright on the body of the work. As a reproduction of a historical artifact, this work may
contain missing or blurred pages, poor pictures, errant marks, etc. Scholars believe, and we concur, that
this work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally available to the public. We
appreciate your support of the preservation process, and thank you for being an important part of keeping
this knowledge alive and relevant.
The Origin of the Red Cross - Henry Dunant 1911
Francesco Balilla Pratella - Francesco Balilla Pratella 1995
The Pilgrim's Bowl - Philippe Jaccottet 2015
The author meditates on the work of Italian artist Giorgio Morandi and its power to evoke a complexity of
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emotions and astonishment. He examines Morandi's ascetic still lifes, contrasting his artistic approach to
the life philosophies of two authors whom he cherished, Pascal and Leopardi, and reflecting on the few
known autobiographical details about Morandi.
The Lamplighter - Maria Susanna Cummins 1854
Abandoned and mistreated, little Gerty is an angry and sometimes violent child, but is taken in by the
gentle, virtuous lamplighter. From his gentle behavior Gerty learns how to curb her anger and let her virtue
shine forth.
Wiener Ausgabe - Ludwig Wittgenstein 1993
Der dritte Band der "Wiener Ausgabe" enthält die Manuskriptbände V und VI, Mss 109 und 110 aus dem
literarischen Nachlass von Ludwig Wittgenstein. Sie sind im Besitz der Nachlassverwalter, Wren Library,
Trinity College, Cambridge. Den Band "Bemerkungen V." hatte Wittgenstein am 11. August 1930 in
Österreich begonnen. Nach den Sommerferien setzt er die Arbeiten in Cambridge fort; dann, über die
Weihnachtsferien in Wien am Band VI, und wieder in Cambridge beendet er schließlich Band V. Der Band
"VI. Philosophische Bemerkungen" ist also Teil und unmittelbare Fortsetzung von Band V. Am Band VI
schreibt Wittgenstein in Cambridge bis zum 6. Juli 1931. Beide Bände werden in der "Wiener Ausgabe"
erstmals veröffentlicht.
On the Heights - Walter Bonatti 1964
Filarmindo. Fauola pastorale - Ridolfo CAMPEGGI (Count.) 1605
When I Was Born - Isabel Minhós Martins 2011-02-01
A young boy describes how each of the five senses helps him discover new things about the world.
Socially Symbolic Acts - Joseph Francese 2006
This book discusses issues of broad cultural consequence by examining the work of three of Italy's most
prominent living novelists, Umberto Eco, Vincenzo Consolo, and Antonio Tabucchi. The introductory
chapter continues a discussion of some of the topics already broached in the author's Narrating
Postmodern Time and Space (1997). It uses an approach that is both historicist and psychoanalytic to
critically address topics in cultural studies and Italian studies. The book deals with fictions of very recent
publication, many of which have been published after the turn of the millennium, filling important gaps in
the critical bibliography. Close readings relate texts to their historical and cultural contexts, critiquing their
ideology while preserving their Utopian moments.
Copernicus Banned - Natacha Fabbri 2018
This book sheds light on various philosophical, theological, political and cultural aspects of the discussions
that arose around the 'temerity' of Copernicanism and that eventually led to its prohibition by the Church.
Six Memos for the Next Millennium - Italo Calvino 2013-04-04
Italo Calvino was due to deliver the Charles Eliot Norton lectures at Harvard in 1985-86, but they were left
unfinished at his death. The surviving drafts explore of the concepts of Lightness, Quickness, Multiplicity,
Exactitude and Visibility (Constancy was to be the sixth) in serious yet playful essays that reveal Calvino's
debt to the comic strip and the folktale. With his customary imagination and grace, he sought to define the
virtues of the great literature of the past in order to shape the values of the future. This collection is a
brilliant précis of the work of a great writer whose legacy will endure through the millennium he addressed.
Italo Calvino, one of Italy's finest postwar writers, has delighted readers around the world with his
deceptively simple, fable-like stories. Calvino was born in Cuba in 1923 and raised in San Remo, Italy; he
fought for the Italian Resistance from 1943-45. His major works include Cosmicomics (1968), Invisible
Cities (1972), and If on a winter's night a traveler (1979). He died in Siena in1985, of a brain hemorrhage.
Diana rivista venatoria quindicinale Segnocinema - 1991
White as Silence, Red as Song - Alessandro D'Avenia 2018-09-04
Hailed as Italy’s The Fault in Our Stars, this Italian bestseller is now available for the first time in English.
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“I was born on the first day of school, and I grew up and old in just two hundred days . . .” Sixteen-year-old
Leo has a way with words, but he doesn’t know it yet. He spends his time texting, polishing soccer
maneuvers, and killing time with Niko and Silvia. Until a new teacher arrives and challenges him to give
voice to his dreams. And so Leo is inspired to win over the red-haired beauty Beatrice. She doesn’t know
Leo exists, but he’s convinced that his dream will come true. When Leo lands in the hospital and learns that
Beatrice has been admitted too, his mission to be there for her will send him on a thrilling but
heartbreaking journey. He wants to help her but doesn’t know how—and his dream of love will force him to
grow up fast. Having already sold over a million copies, Alessandro D’Avenia’s debut novel is considered
Italy’s The Fault in Our Stars. Now available in English for the first time, this rich, funny, and
heartwarming coming-of-age tale asks us to explore the meaning—and the cost—of friendship, and shows
us what happens when suffering bursts into the world of teenagers and renders the world of adults
speechless.
L'Emporeo artistico-letterario, ossia Raccolta di amene lettere, novita, aneddoti e cognizioni utili
in generale - 1846
Giornale illustrato dei viaggi e delle avventure di terra e di mare - 1882
The Cambridge Concise History of Astronomy - Michael Hoskin 1999-03-18
Astronomy is one of the oldest sciences, and one which has repeatedly led to fundamental changes in our
view of the world. This book covers the history of our study of the cosmos from prehistory through to a
survey of modern astronomy and astrophysics (sure to be of interest to future historians of twentiethcentury astronomy). It does not attempt to cover everything, but deliberately concentrates on the important
themes and topics. These include stellar astronomy in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, at the time
subordinate to the study of the solar system, but the source of many important concepts in modern
astronomy, and the Copernican revolution, which led to the challenge of ancient authorities in many areas,
not just astronomy. This is an essential text for students of the history of science and for students of
astronomy who require a historical background to their studies.
The Confessions Of A Concubine - Roberta Mezzabarba 2021-12-31
One day you will be happy, but first life will teach you how to be strongA powerful novel, charged with
strong emotions, with a cadenced rhythm. A story of domestic violence, of psychological abuse that will
grab you in the gut. Mysia, a young woman, and her monochromatic life that step by step will become
increasingly tinged with black, a black that knows sadness, fear, mourning. And in an escalation of violence,
when the situation seems to become irreparable, impossible to bear, it will seem as if there is only one
solution... But life is sometimes able to surprise us, and although this will not represent a fair reward for
the wrongs suffered, perhaps over time it will be able to mitigate the memories, cushioning sharp edges
and opening an unhoped-for glimmer of light. Every one of us deserves a life in color, deserves to finally be
the architect of our own destiny, without succumbing any longer, to finally be free to love, to love each
other.
Safe Haven - Nicholas Sparks 2012-12-18
In a small North Carolina town, a mysterious and beautiful woman running from her past slowly falls for a
kind-hearted store owner . . . until dark secrets begin to threaten her new life. When a mysterious young
woman named Katie appears in the small North Carolina town of Southport, her sudden arrival raises
questions about her past. Beautiful yet self-effacing, Katie seems determined to avoid forming personal ties
until a series of events draws her into two reluctant relationships: one with Alex, a widowed store owner
with a kind heart and two young children; and another with her plainspoken single neighbor, Jo. Despite
her reservations, Katie slowly begins to let down her guard, putting down roots in the close-knit community
and becoming increasingly attached to Alex and his family. But even as Katie begins to fall in love, she
struggles with the dark secret that still haunts and terrifies her . . . a past that set her on a fearful,
shattering journey across the country, to the sheltered oasis of Southport. With Jo's empathetic and
stubborn support, Katie eventually realizes that she must choose between a life of transient safety and one
of riskier rewards . . . and that in the darkest hour, love is the only true safe haven.
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Space 2.0 - Rod Pyle 2019-02-26
We're on the cusp of new era in the great adventure of space exploration. More than a half-century ago,
humanity first hurled objects into space, and almost 50 years ago, astronauts first walked on the moon.
Since then, we have explored Earth's orbit with shuttles, capsules, and space stations; sent robots to Mars,
Venus, Mercury, Jupiter, Saturn, and Uranus; sampled a comet; sent telescopes into orbit; and charted most
of our own planet. What does the future hold? In Space 2.0, space historian Rod Pyle, in collaboration with
the National Space Society, will give you an inside look at the next few decades of spaceflight and longterm plans for exploration, utilization, and settlement. No longer the exclusive domain of government
entities such as NASA and other national agencies, space exploration is rapidly becoming privatized, with
entrepreneurial startups building huge rocket boosters, satellites, rocket engines, asteroid probes,
prospecting craft, and even commercial lunar cargo landers to open this new frontier. Research into ever
more sophisticated propulsion and life support systems will soon enable the journey to Mars and
destinations deeper in our solar system. As these technologies continue to move forward, there are virtually
no limits to human spaceflight and robotic exploration. While the world has waited since the Apollo lunar
program for the next "giant leap," these critical innovations, most of which are within our grasp with
today's technology, will change the way we live, both in space and on Earth. A new space age—and with it,
a new age of peace and prosperity on Earth, and settlement beyond our planet—can be ours. Speaking with
key leaders of the latest space programs and innovations, Pyle shares the excitement and promise of this
new era of exploration and economic development. From NASA and the Russian space agency Roscosmos,
to emerging leaders in the private sector such as SpaceX, Blue Origin, Moon Express, Virgin Galactic, and
many others, Space 2.0 examines the new partnerships that are revolutionizing spaceflight and changing
the way we reach for the stars.
Soumchi - Amos Oz 2012-08-21
A tale of “dazzling brilliance . . . a simple story which conveys boundless meanings both modest and
diverse, set in Jerusalem directly after WWII” (Historical Novel Society). When Soumchi, an eleven-year-old
boy growing up in British-occupied Jerusalem just after World War II, receives a bicycle as a gift from his
Uncle Zemach, he is overjoyed—even if it is a girl’s bicycle. Ignoring the taunts of other boys in his
neighborhood, he dreams of riding far away from them, out of the city and across the desert, toward the
heart of Africa. But first he wants to show his new prize to his friend Aldo. In the tradition of such
memorable characters as Huckleberry Finn and Holden Caulfield, Amos Oz’s Soumchi is fresh, funny, and
always engaging. “What a difference spirit and talent make! . . . told . . . with zest and buoyant humor, from
the dual viewpoint of the alternately crushed and elated Soumchi and the amused author who delights in
his boyhood excesses.” —Kirkus Reviews “Oz shows a remarkable ability to stay true to his character and
expand him fully into a multi-faceted jewel. Soumchi is a concise read which enhances each person’s view
on life, possessions, and how tender life and far-reaching imagination can be at such a sensitive age.”
—Historical Novel Society
Eternal Ravenna. From the Etruscans to the Venetians - Massimiliano David 2013
The Nonexistent Knight - Italo Calvino 2012-10-26
An empty suit of armor is the hero of this witty novella set in the Early Middle Ages by the acclaimed author
of If on a Winter’s Night a Traveler. As a paladin in the court of Charlemagne, Agilulf is the very
embodiment of valor and dedication to duty—but he is also a gleaming white suit of armor with nothing
inside it. While he has stolen the heart of the female knight Bradamante, she in turn is loved by the young
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adventurer Rambaldo. When a challenge to Agilulf’s honor sends him on an expedition through France,
England, and North Africa, Brandamante and Ramaldo follow close behind. Narrated by a nun with her own
secrets to keep, this beloved novella explores the absurdities of medieval knighthood in a series of plot
twists that are “executed with brilliance and brio” (Chicago Tribune).
Magnificent Universe - Ken Croswell 1999-10-12
Breathtaking full-color photography complement an intriguing exploration of outer space, in a visual look at
modern astronomy that features pictures from the Mars Pathfinder and Voyager probes, telescope images
from around the world, and images from the Hubble telescope.
Italian Folktales - Italo Calvino 1980
Retells two hundred traditional Italian tales, including the stories of a fearless little man, a prince who
married a frog, and a woman who lived on wind
The Notebook - Nicholas Sparks 2014-06-24
Every so often a love story captures our hearts and becomes more than just a story - it becomes an
experience to treasure and to share. The Notebook is such a book. It is a celebration of a passion both
ageless and timeless, a tale of laughter and tears, and makes us believe in true love all over again. At thirtyone, Noah Calhoun is rebuilding his life on the coast after the horrors of World War II, but he is haunted by
images of the girl he lost more than a decade earlier. Allie Nelson is about to marry into wealth and
security, but she cannot stop thinking about the boy who stole her heart years ago. And so begins an
extraordinary tale of a love so strong it turns tragedy into strength and endures everything . . . 2014 marks
the 10th anniversary of the film adaptation of The Notebook starring Ryan Gosling and Rachel McAdams.
This new edition includes gorgeous colour photographs from the film, author Q & A, discussion questions
and an exclusive chapter from The Longest Ride, the new Nicholas Sparks novel.
Occasional, Critical, and Political Writing - James Joyce 2000
This is a collection of Joyce's non-fictional writing, including newspaper articles, reviews, lectures and
essays. It covers 40 years of Joyce's life and maps important changes in his political and literary opinions.
Il romanzo per tutti rivista quindicinale del Corriere d'Informazione - 1946
Digital Skills and Life-long Learning: Digital Learning as a New Insight of Enhanced Learning by the
Innovative Approach Joining Technology and Cognition - Dina Di Giacomo 2019-03-01
Recently, technology and aging have been key research areas in human cognition. The Research Topic
“Digital Skills and Life-long Learning: Digital Learning as a New Insight of Enhanced Learning by the
Innovative Approach Joining Technology and Cognition” investigated technology's impact on cognitive and
intellective processes, highlighting how intensively technology can change and/or enhance the cognitive
functioning throughout one’s lifespan. The aim of this Research Topic was to provide an outlook through
multidisciplinary research and development while addressing the dynamic intersection of cognition, mind,
and technology. Our scope was 1) to favor the cognitive technology debate, 2) to overcome the dichotomies
of technology and psychology, 3) to emphasize the advances in knowledge and well-being. This Research
Topic comprises review studies and original articles, focused on digital skills that enhance human potential.
Transversal approaches and cross-sectorial analysis were encouraged, leading to investigation areas
related to cognitive and mental processing—in educational, rehabilitation, clinical settings—across aging.
Articles of high relevance to the Research Topic were submitted on the subjects of a) research in human
performance and human factors, b) new research and technologies addressing the needs of a growing
populace, and c) cognitive aging and cognitive rehabilitation research.
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